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The Dangers Of Vacines

RCWBtv - SUBJECT: A BIG VICTORY FOR
FREEDOM IN THE UNITED STATES.

* The Supreme Court overturned universal vaccination. *

* - US infectious disease specialist Bill Gates, Fauci, and Big
Pharma * lost a US Supreme Court case, failing to prove all of
their vaccines over the past 32 years were safe for the health of
citizens!

The lawsuit was filed by a group of scientists led by * Senator
Kennedy *.

- Robert F. Kennedy Jr.: * “The new COVID vaccine must be
avoided at all costs. I urgently draw your attention to important
issues related to the next vaccination against Covid-19. For the
first time in the history of vaccination, the so-called latestgeneration mRNA vaccines directly interfere with the genetic
material of the patient and therefore alter the individual genetic
material, which is genetic manipulation, which was already
prohibited and was previously considered to be a crime.*

* - THE CORONAVIRUS VACCINE IS NOT A VACCINE! *

- WARNING !

What has always been a vaccine?

- It was always the pathogen itself (a microbe or a virus which was
killed or attenuated), that is to say weakened, and it was
introduced into the body to produce antibodies.

- Not even a vaccine against the coronavirus!

- It's not that at all!

- It is part of the newest group of mRNA (mRNA) supposedly
"vaccines", once inside a human cell, mRNA reprograms normal
RNA / DNA which begins to make another protein.

- In other words: * Nothing to do with traditional vaccines! *

- In other words: * It is an instrument of genetic influence. *

* - Gene weapon! *

- In other words: * They were going to destroy earthlings, and the
survivors will become GMOs! *
- In other words: * They were going to destroy earthlings, and the
survivors will become GMOs! *

- Following the vaccine * unprecedented mRNA: * The vaccinated
will no longer be able to treat the symptoms of the vaccine in an
additional way.

- Vaccinated people will have to accept the consequences, as they
can no longer be cured by simply removing toxins from the human
body, such as a person with a genetic defect such as: * Down
syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, Turner syndrome , genetic heart

failure, hemophilia, cystic fibrosis, Rett syndrome, etc.) *, because
the genetic defect is eternal!

- This clearly means: * If any vaccination symptom develops after
mRNA vaccination, neither I nor any other therapist can help, as *
THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE VACCINATION WILL BE
GENETICALLY DAMAGING. *
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